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ABSTRACT
The rapid growth of the Web and the ease with which data
can be accessed facilitate the distribution and sharing of in-
formation. Information dissemination often takes the form
of documents that are made available at Web servers, or
that are actively broadcasted by Web servers to interested
clients. In this paper, we present an XML-compliant for-
malism for specifying security-related information for Web
document protection. In particular, we introduce X -Sec,
an XML-based language for specifying subject credentials
and security policies and for organizing them into subject
pro�les and policy bases, respectively. The language is com-
plemented by a set of subscription-based schemes for access-
ing distributed Web documents, which rely on de�ned XML
subject pro�les and XML policy bases.

Keywords
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1. INTRODUCTION
Companies and organizations are today starting to use

the Web as the main information dissemination means both
at internal and external level. Information dissemination
often takes the form of documents that are made available
at Web servers, or that are actively broadcasted by Web
servers to interested clients. Furthermore, documents may
be exchanged among the various servers. Because, however,
documents often contain information at di�erent degrees of
sensitivity, there is a strong need for models and mechanisms
enabling the speci�cation and enforcement of access control
policies. Protection of documents in such an environment
entails addressing several requirements. In particular, main
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protection requirements for Web documents that inuence
the de�nition of the policies for their access and exchange
are related to the following characteristics.

Protecting document contents in a selective and dif-
ferentiated way. Web documents may have a nested or
hierarchical structure, being de�ned in terms of components
that can be themselves organized into subcomponents. More-
over, Web documents are inter-linked, to allow hypertex-
tual navigations across related documents. For example, an
XML [16] document is de�ned in terms of elements and at-
tributes; document elements can contain elements (subele-
ments) in turn originating a hierarchical structure. An XML
document can be linked to other related documents or ele-
ments through IDREF(S) attributes or Xlinks. As another
example, HTML pages of a Web site are inter-related through
hypertextual links.
Very often di�erent components of the same Web document
have varying protection requirements. For example, a Web
document describing a purchase order can provide descrip-
tive information about the order and about the item(s) as-
sociated with it; information about the name of (all or part
of) items could be made available to everyone, whereas in-
formation regarding the carrier should be released only to se-
lected subjects. The purchase order document can be linked
to the documentation of its related clients; such link could
be kept hidden from most subjects and made visible only
to a restricted number of authorized subjects. To support a
di�erentiated and selective protection of Web documents, se-
curity policies must apply to �ne-grained protection objects,
identi�ed on the basis of both the structure of the document
and the document content. Examples of protection objects
in case of XML documents are the whole document, a set
of documents, an element of a document, an attribute of a
document. Protection objects of an HTML document can
be the whole site, a single page, a section within a page, a
link between pages. Moreover, to reduce the number of poli-
cies to be de�ned, security policies must support a notion
of propagation. Policies speci�ed for a protection object at
a given granularity level propagate by default to all protec-
tion objects related to it according to a certain relationship
in the structure. For example, a security policy speci�ed for
an element of an XML document applies by default to all
its subelements.

Protecting documents at the intensional level. For-
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malisms adopted for the representation of Web documents
can allow an explicit description of the document structure
at the intensional level. For example, in the case of XML
documents, an XML DTD or an XMLSchema can be asso-
ciated with a set of valid XML documents. An intensional
description of the structure of HTML pages of Web sources
can also be provided using suitable data models allowing
to describe the logical organizations of data in Web pages.
Structure descriptions associated with a Web source can be
exploited to concisely de�ne security policies at the inten-
sional level, that hold for all Web documents conforming to
this intensional description. For example, it is possible to
specify security policies at the DTD level, which apply to all
valid documents conforming to the considered DTD. In this
way, the de�nition of policies for Web documents exploits
a notion of schema or type, in analogy with conventional
policies for relational and object-oriented databases [5].

Specifying subjects by means of credentials. The pop-
ulation accessing Web document sources is generally com-
posed of heterogeneous subjects, characterized by di�erent
skills and needs. Moreover, the population is dynamic, in
that the number and type of subjects is not known a pri-
ori and can change over time very frequently. In this con-
text, conventional identity-based access control schemes are
not su�cient and security policies based on the notion of
credential are required [14]. Subject credentials assert ar-
bitrary properties of a subject, either personal characteris-
tics, or characteristics and properties deriving from relation-
ships the subject has with other subjects (e.g., quali�cations
within an organization). In this way, the speci�cation of se-
curity policies becomes more direct and intuitive, since they
are de�ned in general terms, close to the rules and conven-
tions holding for the documents to be protected.

Supporting multiple schemes for distributed access.
Web documents can be stored at one source or can be dis-
tributed across several sources over the Internet. Di�erent
distributed access schemes are thus necessary to enforce ac-
cess control based on subject credentials. For example, Web
document sources can be accessed according to subscription-
based schemes, such as in the case of digital library systems.
In such a scheme, subjects are required to register with a
source of interest, during a mandatory subscription phase,
for the de�nition of their subject credentials. As another ex-
ample, according to a negotiation-based scheme, a request-
ing subject can access documents in a source by presenting
its credentials directly. A source can be locally responsi-
ble for accepting credentials presented by a subject (decen-
tralized approach) or can refer to a third party for the ap-
propriate certi�cate (centralized approach). Using subject
credentials for access control to Web documents requires to
de�ne who is responsible for credential issuing (e.g., a third
party), how properties asserted by the credentials can be
certi�ed [11], and other issues related to trust management
in distributed systems [4, 14].

The goal of the paper is thus to present X -Sec, a language
based on XML for specifying subject credentials and secu-
rity policies for Web documents, to ful�ll the requirements
outlined above. Moreover, the paper describes subscription-
based schemes for accessing distributed Web documents,
based on XML credentials and security policies .
The work presented in this paper has been developed in

the framework of the Author-X project [2]. Author-X is a

Java-based system for access control and security policy de-
sign for XML documents. For access control, Author-X sup-
ports policy speci�cation at varying granularity levels, ac-
cording to the model presented in [1]. Additionally, Author-X
supports the push and pull distribution policies for docu-
ment release. Another relevant feature of Author-X is the
support for distributed document updates through the com-
bination of hash functions and digital signature techniques.
A number of administration tools are also provided, to fa-
cilitate security administration according to the underlying
security policies. What described in this paper is the ex-
tension of Author-X for enforcing access control based on
subject credentials.
The remainder of the paper is organized as follows. Sec-

tion 2 presents the XML-compliant formalism for specifying
subject credentials. Section 3 presents the XML-compliant
formalism for specifying access control policies, and gives an
example of its application for the protection of XML docu-
ment sources. Section 4 presents two subscription schemes
according to which Web documents can be accessed and re-
trieved, based on XML subject credentials and XML secu-
rity policies. Section 5 surveys related work. Finally, Section
6 concludes the paper and outlines future work directions.

2. X -Sec CREDENTIAL SPECIFICATION
In this section we present the X -Sec language and re-

lated formalism for the speci�cation of subject credentials
in XML. We �rst introduce the concept of credential-type,
as a way to simplify the task of credential speci�cation,
then we present the XML representation of credentials and
credential-types. In particular, a credential-type is modeled
as a DTD and a speci�c credential as a valid XML docu-
ment conforming to the DTD representing the correspond-
ing credential-type. Finally, we introduce X -pro�les, useful
for the evaluation of credential-based security policies.

2.1 X -Sec credential-types
Credentials with a similar structure are grouped into

credential-types. Examples of credential-types are business
manager, customer, and carrier. To formalize credential-
types, let CN be a set of names of credential-types and
PN = SP [ CP be a set of property names of credential-
types, where SP denotes a set of simple property names
and CP a set of composite property names, respectively. A
credential-type can be conceptualized as a pair hnct; Pcti,
where nct is the name of the credential-type ct and Pct is a
set of property speci�cations for ct. A property speci�cation
provides the name and the domain of a property. Credential-
type properties can be either simple or composite. Sim-
ple properties take values from basic domains (e.g.,integer,
string) whereas composite properties take value from do-
mains de�ned by applying conventional constructors (e.g.,
set, record, list) on basic domains.
Credential-types in our XML-compliant formalism corre-

spond to DTDs and are formally de�ned as graphs as follows.
Let Label be a set of element tags and attribute names, and
Label� be the set of strings obtained through the concate-
nation of names in Label and a symbol in f�;+; ?g.

Definition 1. (XML Credential-type). Given a credential-
type ct = hnct; Pcti, an XML credential-type X -ct is a tuple
( �vct; Vct; Ect; �Ect), where:
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<!DOCTYPE carrier employee[
<!ELEMENT carrier employee (name,address,

phone number*,email?,company)>
<!ELEMENT name (fname,lname)>
<!ELEMENT address (#PCDATA)>
<!ELEMENT phone number (#PCDATA)>
<!ELEMENT email (#PCDATA)>
<!ELEMENT company (#PCDATA)>
<!ELEMENT fname (#PCDATA)>
<!ELEMENT lname (#PCDATA)>
<!ATTLIST carrier employee credID

ID #REQUIRED>
<!ATTLIST carrier employee CIssuer

CDATA #REQUIRED >
]>

carrier_employee

CIssuer

CDATA
address

lnamefname

ID

credID

name

PCDATA

phone_ n.*

email ?

company

PCDATA PCDATA PCDATA# # # #

PCDATA# PCDATA#

Figure 1: (a) Example of XML credential-type and (b) its corresponding graph representation

� �vct is the root element denoting the whole ct. �vt has two
default attributes, namely the credID attribute of type
ID, specifying credential identi�ers, and the CIssuer
attribute of type CDATA, identifying the issuer of cre-
dentials of type ct;

� Vct = V e
ct [ V a

ct is a set of nodes representing elements
and attribute types of ct. In particular, each node in
V e
ct which is a direct child of �vct corresponds to a prop-

erty of ct: if the child is a leaf node, then it represents
a simple property of ct; if it is an intermediate node,
then it corresponds to a composite property. The num-
ber of direct children of �vct in V

e
ct is equal to the number

of properties (both simple and composite) of ct.

� Ect � Vct � Vct is a set of edges, where e 2 Ect rep-
resents an element-subelement or an element-attribute
relationship;

� �Ect : Ect ! Label� is the edge labeling function. In
particular: the edge entering �vct is labeled with nct;
edges entering leaf nodes in V e

ct that are direct children
of �vct are labeled with names in SP ; edges entering
intermediate nodes in V e

ct that are direct children of
�vct are labeled with names in CP . 2

An XML credential-type is thus a DTD where simple
properties are modeled as empty elements and composite
properties as elements with element content, whose subele-
ments model composite property components. Figure 1(a)
shows the XML credential-type carrier employee. This
credential-type contains the basic information about a car-
rier employee, namely, his/her name, working address, phone
number, email, and company name. With reference to Fig-
ure 1(a), <!ELEMENT email #PCDATA> is an example of sim-
ple property, representing the email of a carrier employee,
whereas <!ELEMENT name (fname, lastname)> is an exam-
ple of composite property, because name is composed by
fname and lname properties. Figure 1(b) gives the graph
representation of the XML credential-type in Figure 1(a). In
the graph representation, elements are represented as white
circles whereas attribute types are represented as gray cir-
cles. Edge labels followed by \�" represent repeatable ele-
ments (e.g., phone number), whereas edge labels followed by
\?" represents optional elements (e.g., email).

2.2 X -Sec credentials and X -profiles
A credential is an instance of a credential-type, and speci-

�es the set of property values characterizing a given subject
against the credential-type itself. Credentials are certi�ed
by the credential issuer (e.g., a certi�cation authority) using
standard digital signature techniques [12]. The credential
issuer is also responsible for certifying properties asserted
by credentials themselves. In the XML-based formalism, a
credential is an XML document containing values for all the
subject properties (simple or composite) speci�ed in the cor-
responding credential-type. Consequently, a credential can
be thought of as an instance of an XML credential-type, as
formalized by the following de�nition.

Definition 2. (XML credential). Given an XML credential-
type X -ct, an XML credential X -cred of type ct is a valid
document wrt X -ct, represented as a tuple (�vc; Vc; Ec; �Ec),
where:

� �vc is the root element denoting the whole credential.
The credID attribute value of �vc denotes the credential
identi�er, whereas the CIssuer attribute value of �vc is
the digital signature of the issuer of X -cred;

� Vc = V e
c [ V a

c is a set of nodes representing elements
and attributes, respectively. Each v 2 V a

c has an asso-
ciated value conforming to the type of the correspond-
ing attribute node in X -cred;

� Ec = Ee
c [ Ea

c � Vc � Vc is a set of edges, where
e 2 Ee

c is an edge representing an element-subelement
relationship whereas e 2 Ea

c is an edge representing an
element-attribute relationship;

� �Ec : Ec ! Label is the edge labeling function, operat-
ing as the labeling function de�ned in X -ct. 2

Figure 2(a) shows an example of XML credential, instance
of the XML credential-type in Figure 1, whereas Figure 2(b)
presents its graph representation.
To simplify the process of evaluating subject credentials

against security policies, all the credentials a subject pos-
sesses are collected into the so called X -pro�le, formally de-
�ned as follows.

Definition 3. (X -pro�le). Let s be a subject, and let
C(s) = fX -cred1; : : : ;X -credng be a collection of XML cre-
dentials associated with s, where X -credi = (�vci; Vci; Eci; �Eci),
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<carrier employee credID=``154", CIssuer = ``CA16">
<name>

<fname> Bob </fname>
<lname > Watson </lname>

</name>
<address> 24 Baker Street </address>
<phone number> 8005769840 </phone number>
<email> bwatson@ups.com </email>
<company> UPS </company>

</carrier employee>

carrier_employee

CIssuer

CA16
address

lnamefname

Bob

credID

name

  Watson

phone_ n.

bwatson @up.com

email

company

154

24 Baker Str

8005769840

UPS

Figure 2: (a) Example of XML credential and (b) its corresponding graph representation

<X-profile sbjID=``bw585", PIssuer = ``CA16">
<carrier employee credID=``154", CIssuer = ``CA16">

<name>
<fname> Bob </fname>
<lname > Watson </lname>

</name>
<address> 24 Baker Street </address>
<phone number> 8005769840 </phone number>
<email> bwatson@ups.com </email>
<company> UPS </company>

</carrier employee>
<stockholder credID=``254", CIssuer = ``CA16">

<name> ... </name>
<company> Paragon </company>

<stocknumber> 400 </stocknumber>
<stockvalue> $900 </stockvalue>

<company> ... </company>
</stockholder>

</X-profile>

Figure 3: An example of X -pro�le

for i = 1; : : : ; n. The X -pro�le of s is a well-formed XML
document (�vp; Vp; Ep; �Ep), where:

� �vp is the root element denoting the whole X -pro�le.
The root element has two attributes, namely sbjID and
PIssuer. The sbjID attribute value of �vp denotes the
subject identi�er of s, whereas the PIssuer attribute
value of �vp is a string denoting the issuer authority of
the X -pro�le;1

� Vp =
Sn

i=1
f�vcig[

Sn

i=1
Vci is a set of nodes representing

elements and attributes, respectively, where each direct
child of �vp is the root element of an XML credential in
C(s);

� Ep = Ee
p [ Ea

p � Vp � Vp is a set of edges, where
e 2 Ee

p is an edge representing an element-subelement
relationship, whereas e 2 Ea

p is an edge representing
an element-attribute relationship;

� �Ep : Ep ! Label is the edge labeling function. In par-
ticular: the edge entering �vp is labeled with X-profile,

1Similar to credentials, we suppose that X -pro�les are is-
sued by a certi�cation authority. In fact, in open systems,
many di�erent authorities could release credentials to the
same subject. In this case, we suppose that an authority is
responsible for the certi�cation of the whole X -pro�le.

and the edges entering intermediate nodes that are di-
rect children of �vp are labeled with X -cred1; : : : ;X -
credn. 2

Example 1. With reference to the example in Figure 2,
suppose that subject Bob Watson, besides being an employee
of the UPS company, is also a stockholder of a company,
named Paragon, which is a client of UPS. Figure 3 shows
his X -pro�le. 

3. X -Sec SECURITY POLICY SPECIFICA-
TION

In this section, we �rst present an XML template for spec-
ifying credential-based security policies for web documents,
based on the protection requirements outlined in the intro-
duction. The template has been conceived to be as general
as possible to be able to model security policies for a variety
of web documents (e.g., HTML, XML documents). Then,
as an example of the template applicability, we show how
such template can be instantiated for the protection of XML
documents.

3.1 X -Sec policy base template
Security policies specify which subjects can exercise which

privileges on which documents within a document source.
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Name Type Value
cred expr CDATA Xpath expression on X -pro�les
target CDATA denotes the document(s) to which the policy applies
path CDATA denotes selected portions within the target document(s)
priv CDATA speci�es the security policy access mode
type CDATA speci�es whether the security policy is positive or negative
prop CDATA speci�es the propagation option of the security policy

Table 1: Attribute speci�cation

<!DOCTYPE policy base[
<!ELEMENT policy spec EMPTY>
<!ATTLIST policy spec cred expr CDATA #REQUIRED>
<!ATTLIST policy spec target CDATA #REQUIRED>
<!ATTLIST policy spec path CDATA>
<!ATTLIST policy spec priv CDATA #REQUIRED
<!ATTLIST policy spec type CDATA #REQUIRED
<!ATTLIST policy spec prop CDATA #REQUIRED
]>

CDATA

policy_ spec+

policy_base

CDATA CDATA CDATA CDATA CDATA

cred _expr

target
path

priv

type prop

Figure 4: (a) XML policy base template and (b) its corresponding graph representation

To keep our template as general as possible, we suppose
that policies can be of two di�erent kinds: positive policies,
to specify authorizations, and negative policies, to specify
denials. Moreover, since web documents may have a nested
or hierarchical structure, the policy base template supports
the speci�cation of propagation options for the security poli-
cies, that specify how a policy speci�ed for a given document
portion propagates to other document portions related to it
according to a certain relationship in the document. This
can be a useful feature for reducing the number of policies
that need to be speci�ed.
Based on the above considerations an XML policy base

template can be formally de�ned as follows.

Definition 4. (XML policy base template). An XML
policy base template X -pt is a tuple ( �vpt; Vpt; Ept; �Ept), where:

� �vpt is the root element denoting the whole policy base.

� Vpt = V e
pt [ V a

pt is a set of nodes representing elements
and attribute types. In particular, �vpt has a unique
direct child, belonging to V e

pt, which models a secu-
rity policy speci�cation. Such node has �ve attributes
whose speci�cation is given in Table 1.

� Ept � Vpt � Vpt is a set of edges, where e 2 Ept rep-
resents an element-subelement or an element-attribute
relationship;

� �Ept : Ept ! Label� is the edge labeling function. In
particular: the edge entering �vpt is labeled with
policy base; the edge entering the (unique) direct child
of �vpt is labeled policy spec+, to denote the fact that
this node is repeatable. 2

An X -Sec policy base template (cfr. Figure 4) is thus
a DTD where policy speci�cations are modeled as empty
elements having an attribute for each policy component (i.e.,
subject, object, privilege, type, and propagation).

A policy base is an instance of the XML policy base tem-
plate, as formalized by the following de�nition.

Definition 5. (XML policy base). Given an XML pol-
icy base template pt, an XML policy base is a valid XML
document wrt pt. 2

3.2 Policy base template instantion for the pro-
tection of XML sources

In this section, we show how the XML policy base tem-
plate can be instantiated for the protection of XML sources.
The instantiation is based on the access control model pro-
posed in [1], extended for the support of credential-based
security policies. Being the target the protection of XML
sources, objects to be protected can be either XML docu-
ments or DTDs (or portions of them), where an access con-
trol policy speci�ed for a DTD implies an analogous policy
for all the valid documents that conform to this DTD. Thus,
the value of the target attribute of the policy spec element
in an XML policy base for the protection of XML sources is
either the name of an XML document or DTD, whereas the
path value is an Xpath expression [15] selecting speci�c por-
tions within the target document/DTD. We classify security
policies for XML sources into two groups: browsing policies,
that allow one to see the information in a document and/or
to navigate through its links, and authoring policies that
allow the modi�cation of XML documents under di�erent
modes. Thus, attribute priv takes a value in the follow-
ing set fview,navigate,append,write, allg, where the view
privilege authorizes a subject to view an element and/or
(some of) its components, the navigate privilege authorizes
a subject to see the existence of a speci�c link or of all the
links in a given element and to navigate through them, the
append privilege allows a subject to write information in
an element (or in some of its parts) or to include a link in
an element, without deleting any pre-existing information,
the write privilege allows a subject to modify the content
of an element and to include links in the element, and the
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<policy base>
<policy spec cred expr="//secretary [department="sales"]" target="Purchase order.dtd"

priv="ALL" type="GRANT" prop="CASCADE"= >
<policy spec cred expr="//carrier employee[company="UPS"]" target="Purcahse order.xml"

path = "//Purchase order[Purchase order/carrier/name="UPS"]" priv="VIEW" type="GRANT"
prop="CASCADE"= >

<policy spec cred expr="//carrier employee[company="UPS"]" target="Purchase order.xml"
path="//item" priv="VIEW" type="DENY" prop="CASCADE"= >

<policy spec cred expr="//publicity agent target="Purchase order.dtd"
path="//item/description priv="VIEW" type="GRANT" prop="NO PROP"= >

<policy spec cred expr="//publicity agent target="Purchase order.dtd"
path="//Purchase order/orderID" priv="VIEW" type="GRANT" prop="NO PROP"= >

</policy base>

Figure 5: An example of policy base

Purchase_order

date

10/1/2000

item item

code

202051

quantity
descr .

4
Ram memory
.....

code
descr .

quantity

202052

Monitor
.....

1

customer

taker

P. Brown

.....

address

.....

2030

name

UPS

.....

person_in_charge

carrier

M . Smith

orderID

Figure 6: XML representation of a purchase order

all privilege subsumes all the other privileges. Due to the
hierarchical structure of both XML documents and DTDs,
propagation options can be speci�ed for a policy that state
how a policy de�ned at a given level in the document/DTD
hierarchy propagates to lower level. We consider a spectrum
of propagations consisting of three di�erent options, that re-
sult into three di�erent values for attribute prop: no prop,
when the policy only applies to the protection objects which
appear in its speci�cation; first lev when the security pol-
icy propagates to all the direct subelements of the elements
in the policy speci�cation, and cascade, when the policy
propagates to all the direct and indirect subelements of the
elements in the policy speci�cation.
An example of X -Sec policy base for the protection of

XML sources is given in Figure 5. Such policy base refers
to an XML source in the supply domain. More precisely,
the security policies refer to the purchase order document
whose graph representation is given in Figure 6.
According to the policies in the policy base of Figure 5, the

secretaries working in the sales department can modify and
access all the purchase order documents (such protection re-
quirement is enforced through a policy speci�ed at the DTD
level), UPS employees can access the information about the
customer, the carrier, and the order id and date contained
in the purchase orders for which UPS is the carrier. Note
that, this latter requirement is concisely enforced using two
policies: a positive policy which applies to the whole pur-

chase order documents referring to orders for which UPS is
the carrier, and a negative policy which applies only to the
portions of the purchase order documents that must not be
made available to UPS employees (i.e., the item elements).
Finally, the last two policies authorize publicity agents to
access the order identi�er and the description of the items
contained in purchase orders, respectively.

4. SUBSCRIPTION SCHEMES FOR A CON-
TROLLED ACCESS TO WEB DOCUMENTS

In this section, we outline two di�erent schemes accord-
ing to which Web documents of one or more sources can
be accessed and retrieved by subjects, based on XML sub-
ject credentials and XML security policies. In such schemes,
document accesses are subordinated to a mandatory initial
subscription of the subjects to a document source of inter-
est, where subject credentials are de�ned. Then, credential-
based access control is performed following di�erent strate-
gies in the proposed schemes. In the following, we �rst de-
scribe the proposed schemes, we then briey illustrate access
control strategies.

4.1 The A2O and A2M schemes
The schemes we propose (cfr. Table 2) are conceived to

allow a subject to access Web document sources in di�erent
ways, to support protection requirements of di�erent appli-
cation domains (e.g., digital library, e-commerce, Web-based
information systems). The �rst scheme is called access-to-
one (A2O) scheme and is designed for a centralized environ-
ment where the documents to be released reside at a single
site. The second scheme is called access-to-many (A2M)
scheme and is conceived for a federated environment where
access requests can be answered by retrieving documents
from a federation of di�erent sources.

The A2O scheme. The A2O scheme allows a subject to
access Web documents stored in a target source by subscrib-
ing it. The source is responsible for managing the policy and
credential bases for the Web documents to be protected.
The source de�nes its own XML credential-types and gener-
ates XML subject credentials based on information supplied
by subjects during the subscription phase. XML credentials
encoded in the X -Sec credential base and XML security poli-
cies encoded in the X -Sec policy base are used for governing
access to documents upon subject requests. In the A2O
scheme, the expected interactions between a subject s and a
target source T are the following (see Table 3): the subscrip-
tion, that takes place only once, during which s supplies the
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Access Scheme Target Req.ts for the Access Retrievable Docs. Application Domain

A2O One source (T ) Subscription to T Docs. of T � Digital library
� E-commerce

A2M Federation of sources Subscription to the master Docs. of all sources � Web-based IS
source of the federation

Table 2: Subscription schemes for XML-based access control to Web documents

Interactions Interacting Parties Initiator Exchanged Info Result

Subscription Subject (s) s Info for credentials � Subscription to T

and Target source T � X-pro�le of s
Access control Subject (s) s Access request (r) � View of the authorized

and Target source T target document(s) in r

Table 3: Expected interactions in the A2O scheme

Web Source
(FEDERATION SOURCE)

Internet

Web Source
(MASTER SOURCE)

Web Source
(FEDERATION SOURCE)

Web Source
(FEDERATION SOURCE)

Web Source
(FEDERATION SOURCE)

subjects

x-SEC policy  base
Request

Local policies

 Master source
       policies

Local policies

 Master source
       policies

Local policies

 Master source
       policies

Local policies

 Master source
       policies

x-SEC policy  base

x-SEC policy  basex-SEC policy  base

x-SEC policy  base

 Local
policies

Figure 7: Access control in the A2M scheme with
shallow agreement

information requested by T to de�ne s's credential(s) to be
encoded in the credential base; the access control, that takes
place each time s submits an access request to T for target
document(s).

A2M scheme. The A2M scheme is an extension of the
previous one, to accomodate the case of Web documents dis-
tributed among several sources forming a federation. Each
source of the federation manages its own X -Sec policy and
credential bases and is responsible for their de�nition. The
expected interactions in this scheme are summarized in Ta-
ble 4. In particular, we distinguish a source (Sm) with the
role of master source, to which all subjects must subscribe
(subscription phase). Subjects submit access requests to the
master source. The master source processes an access re-
quest locally, against its document source. Moreover, it for-
wards the initial subject requests to all or part of the federa-
tion sources (access control phase). Besides the subscription
phase and the access control phase, the A2M scheme requires
also an agreement phase between the master source and each
federation source. The agreement phase (performed at the
time a source joins the federation) has the goal of reaching
an agreement about the security policies a federation source
should use for processing an access request received from
the master source. We support two modes for performing

the agreement. A shallow agreement requires the de�nition
of additional security policies, for governing the accesses of
the master source to the documents stored at each federa-
tion source. In this mode, access requests of di�erent sub-
jects forwarded by the master source to a given federation
source are treated uniformly at this latest source, according
to the master source policies speci�ed at this source (see Fig.
7). The deep agreement requires the de�nition of mappings
between the X -Sec credential-types de�ned at the master
source and the X -Sec credential-types de�ned at each feder-
ation source, to guarantee semantic conversion of, possibly
heterogeneous, subject credentials. The goal is to make sub-
ject credentials de�ned at the master source understandable
by a given federation source. In this mode, access requests of
subjects with di�erent credentials forwarded by the master
source to a given federation source are treated di�erently at
this latest source, on the basis of mapped credential-types.
Under the deep agreement mode, the X -Sec credential base
of the master source needs to be extended with conversion
rules, to enforce required credential-type mappings.

Example 2. Suppose to consider the credential-type of
Fig. 2 describing a carrier employee role and an additional
credential-type shown in Fig. 8, describing a generic em-
ployee role. The purpose of the deep agreement phase is
to de�ne mappings to convert a credential-type of the mas-
ter source (e.g., employee) into another one of a federation
source (e.g., carrier employee), in a way that the proper-
ties are now understandable by this latest source. In our
case, conversion of employee into carrier employee can be
enforced through the following mappings:

� m1: name ! fname;

� m2: name ! lname;

� m3: organization ! company;

� m4: email ! email.



The Security O�cer is responsible for selecting the map-
pings to be used for semantic conversion of credential-types,
especially when the same property of a credential-type can
be mapped into more than one property of another credential-
type (e.g., m1 and m2). For the de�nition of property map-
pings, one can rely on the semantic content of the names of
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Interactions Interacting Parties Initiator Exchanged Info Result

Subscription Subject (s) and s Info for credentials � Subscription to Sm

Master source (Sm) � X-pro�le of s
Access control s and Sm s Access request (r) for target doc.s � View of the target document(s) in r

of all federation sources
Sm and each federated Sm Forwarded access request (r0) for target doc.s � View of the target document(s)
source Sk in r

0 of Sk
Agreement Sm and Sk Sm or Sk Agreement mode � New security policies for

Sm in each Sk (shallow agreement)
� Mappings between credential-types
of Sm and those of each Sk

(deep agreement)

Table 4: Expected interactions in the A2M scheme

<!DOCTYPE employee[
<!ELEMENT employee (name,email,organization)>
<!ELEMENT name (#PCDATA)>
<!ELEMENT email (#PCDATA)>
<!ELEMENT organization (#PCDATA)>
<!ATTLIST employee credID ID #REQUIRED>
<!ATTLIST employee CIssuer CDATA #REQUIRED >
]>

Figure 8: Example of XML credential-type for the A2M deep agreement

the properties (i.e., tags in the XML speci�cation) using a
domain ontology for �nding semantically related tags (e.g.,
synonyms) [6], thus making the semantic conversion process
tool-supportable.

4.2 Credential-based access control
Credential-based access control to Web documents at a

given source can be performed according to two di�erent dis-
semination modes, namely push and pull. The push mode
represents the traditional way of performing access control.
Under this mode, when a subject needs to access a given
document, it submits an explicit access requests to the mas-
ter source to which it is subscribed. The access request is
processed against the X -Sec credential and the policy bases
of the master source and, if the A2M scheme is adopted, it
is also forwarded to the federation sources. As a result of
access control, a view is created containing the (portion(s)
of) requested documents in the target Web sources the re-
questing subject is authorized for. If the resulting view is
empty the access is denied. Otherwise, the access is granted
and the requesting subject is returned the view.
Besides the traditional push mode for performing access

control, an additional pushmodality can be succesfully adopted
in a web context, suitable for documents that must be re-
leased to a large community of subjects and which show a
regular behaviour with respect to their release (e.g., they
must be periodically distributed or when some pre-de�ned
events happen). According to the push mode, a source pe-
riodically broadcasts (portion of) its Web documents to au-
thorized subjects, without the need of an explicit document
access request. Also in the push mode, di�erent subjects
may be entitled to access di�erent portions of the same doc-
ument(s). Thus, a way to enforce information push is by
encrypting di�erent portions of the same document with dif-
ferent encryption keys [7], and selectively distributing these
keys to the various subjects on the basis of the speci�ed
ecurity policies. In this way, each subject receives all and
only those keys necessary for viewing the portions of the

document he/she is authorized to access. Under this mode,
an encrypted copy of documents is also maintained by the
source.
We refer the interested reader to [2, 3], for a detailed de-

scription of the strategies we have developed in the frame-
work of Author-X to enforce pull and push access control
modes.

5. RELATED WORK
XML security is a recent research topic and work in this

�eld has concentrated mainly on the development of access
control models and encryption techniques. A list of recent
papers related to XML security issues can be found at [10].
In particular, papers on access control models here reported
borrow some ideas from previous models for object-oriented
databases and do not actually take into account some rel-
evant peculiarities of XML. For example, the case of docu-
ments not conforming/partially conforming to a DTD is not
considered, and no support is provided to the Security Of-
�cer for protecting such documents. Moreover, these mod-
els only provide the read access mode and do not support
credential-based access control.
Original contributions of the Author-X project are the

support for di�erent policies for securing XML documents
also in the case of partially and not conforming documents,
and the support for a number of specialized access modes for
browsing and authoring. Furthermore, Author-X provides,
in addition to the traditional, on user demand mode for
document release, a broadcast mode based on a combination
of X -Sec security policies and encryption techniques.
Other work related to the topics addressed in this paper

is the work on credential speci�cation for stranger parties.
In particular, the work by IBM on Trust Policy Language
(TPL) [8] is devoted to the enforcement of an XML-based
framework for specifying and managing role-based access
control in a distributed context where the involved parties
are characterized by credentials, and digital certi�cates are
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used for party authentication. This framework has been ex-
tended for mapping subject certi�cates to a role, based on
policies de�ned by the owner of the resource and on the roles
of the issuers of the certi�cates [9]. Contributions of those
papers more strictly related to our work regard the de�-
nition of a uniform XML speci�cation (i.e., the Credential
Markup Language) for handling multiple, possibly heteroge-
neous, certi�cates. With respect to this, we address creden-
tial speci�cation from a complementary point of view, by
focusing on an XML-based language speci�cally conceived
for subject credential modeling. As such, our XML creden-
tials could be easily integrated into the framework proposed
in [8]. Moreover, our language has also been conceived to
specify security policies for Web document access.

6. CONCLUDING REMARKS
In this paper, we have presented an XML-based formal-

ism for specifying subject credentials and security policies
for protection of Web documents. Furthermore, we dis-
cussed the A2O and A2M subscription-based schemes for
accessing distributed Web sources based on our proposed
credential and policy XML speci�cation. Expressing creden-
tials and security policies using XML has several advantages.
First, the protection of Web documents and their security-
related information is uniform, in that credentials and poli-
cies are XML documents and thus can be protected using
the same mechanisms developed for the protection of XML
documents. For instance, some credential properties (such
as the subject name) may be made accessible to everyone,
whereas other properties may be visible only to a restricted
class of subjects. Additionally, the use of an XML formal-
ism for specifying credentials facilitates credential submis-
sion and distribution. Future research work will be devoted
to investigating the following issues.

� Extension of the A2O and A2M schemes for consid-
ering a distributed scenario where a subject is not re-
quired to subscribe a Web source in order to access
its documents. In such a scenario, the access could
take place directly by presenting subject credentials
according to, for instance, a negotiation approach. Fol-
lowing a decentralized approach, a source may be lo-
cally responsible for accepting credentials presented by
a subject. Alternatively, in a centralized approach,
the source may refer to a third party for getting the
appropriate certi�cate for the requesting subject. To
take into account these requirements, a negotiation-
based will be developed. Issues related to the devel-
opment of a negotiation-based scheme are part of the
trust management problem in distributed systems, for
which some techniques have been proposed in the lit-
erature [4, 14, 13]. In this respect, we note that using
XML to express security policies makes easier the ex-
port of such information when a document migrates
from a source to another.

� Integration of the X -Sec credential-based access con-
trol with conventional certi�cate management approaches,
such as X.509 [12]. We will investigate how to incor-
porate our credential speci�cations into digital certi�-
cates, so that we can exploit the authentication ser-
vices provided by PKIs.
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